
Solvent Purification System in Arndtsen Lab 

 
I- SPS availability 
• Booking an appointment (in increments of 30min for every solvent dispensed) is required 

on the FACES scheduling system. (email: jose.zgheib@mail.mcgill.ca to get an account or if 
you have any questions, or call at (438-866-3999) 

• The SPS is only available for use during the times noted on the FACES schedule, and must be 
booked with at least 2 hours’ notice. 

 
II- Standard operating procedure 
1. If you have never used the SPS before, please contact jose.zgheib@mail.mcgill.ca and wait to 

be given instructions. 

2. Sign-Up on the Faces Scheduling System for a 30min/solvent time slot. 

3. Arrive at the designated time, with the necessary glassware and secondary container to 
retrieve dry solvent;  the lab door should be blocked open for you. 

4. Enter the Arndtsen Lab wearing a lab coat, goggles, clean gloves and a face mask. 

5. After entering OM 240 (shared between the Arndtsen and Arya labs), wait at the entrance of 
the Arndtsen lab (left door). Only enter further after notifying someone in the lab of your 
presence. The SPS is directly to your left. 

6. Retrieve Solvent following the Operating Instructions available on the machine. 

7. After retrieving solvent, keep your flask in the secondary container and disinfect all the 
parts of the machine you can in contact with (see section III below).  

8. Sign in your usage (Dates, Name, Group, Amount of solvent taken) in the provided logbook 
using the provided pen and sign to confirm that you disinfected machine.  

9. Leave the Lab through the entryway. 
 

III- SPS Sanitization procedure 
You are required to be wearing gloves and a facial mask to be allowed in the lab. In 
addition, the following sanitization procedure MUST be followed after you are done using 
the SPS. 
1- Soak a folded piece of paper towel from the provided roll with a 70% isopropanol or 70% 

ethanol solution using the provided spray bottle. 

2- Wipe all surfaces and parts of the SPS you came in contact with including: 
a. Both the evac-refill/dispense and vacuum/nitrogen valve knobs of the solvent 

port(s) you used. 
b. The vacuum pump on/off switch. 
c. The outside of the adapter used on the port to attach your container.  
d. The clamp you used to hold the flask. 
Note: the nitrogen tank is kept open so you do not need to touch it.  

3- Make sure you sign your name or enter your initials into the notebook confirming that you 
sanitized the machine as required.   
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Borrowing Chemicals from the Arndtsen Group 

 

1) The Arndtsen group will be available for chemical exchanges on Tue/Thu : 10-12:00 

2) Limit all chemical exchanges (pick-ups and returns) to these designated times 

3) Prior to Chemical Exchange: 

a. Locate the chemical on the MyLabs Inventory 

b. Contact both Anthony Labelle (anthony.labelle@mail.mcgill.ca) and Cuihan 

Zhou (cuihan.zhou@mail.mcgill.ca) with your request, including full contact 

information (Name, email, room#, research group, name of chemical, CAS#, size, 

provider) 

c. Wait to receive a confirmation email from a group member that your reagent is 

available and that we prepared your ‘’pick-up’’. An email will send to set up a 

short pick-up time region. 

4) A secondary container will be placed outside the lab door during the agreed time. 

5) Confirm the ‘’pick-up’’ by sending an email to the person who contacted you. 

No chemical inside the gloveboxes will be available for sharing. 

 

Returning a Chemical 

1) To return a chemical, send an email to both Anthony Labelle (Anthony 

.labelle@mail.mcgill.ca) and Cuihan Zhou (cuihan.zhou@mail.mcgill.ca) with your 

information (Name, email, room#, research group, name of chemical, CAS#, size, 

provider) 

2) A secondary container will be placed outside the lab door during the above time. 

3) Confirm the ‘’return’’ by sending an email to the person who contacted you. 

 

Reagents Requiring Immediate Attention 

1) Sharing chemicals that cannot be left outside for safety reasons will require a special 

procedure. Please contact Anthony Labelle (anthony.labelle@mail.mcgill.ca) and Cuihan 

Zhou (cuihan.zhou@mail.mcgill.ca). 

 


